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Abstract 
The design of elastomeric parts against fatigue remains a difficult task because of their complex microstructure that mixes a 
highly non linear smooth matrix with a complex network of hard fillers. This furthermore involves a strong coupling to the 
manufacturing effects, from compounding to mixing, injection and curing. The influent parameters are therefore very numerous, 
and their optimization requires speeding up the fatigue characterization. In the present study, the goal is to propose a fast 
characterization of the fatigue properties based on thermal measurements and applying an energetic criterion. First, experimental 
protocols are developed to obtain dissipation mappings using very thin samples (0.2mm of thickness) with geometric 
heterogeneities. Then, these protocols are applied on hourglass-shaped fatigue samples, and the data used to predict the fatigue 
lifetime throughout an energy based criterion.   
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1. Introduction 
Rubber-like materials are extensively used in the industry due to their specific characteristics such as their 
ability to undergo very large deformation with nearly no permanent set and high damping properties. Elastomeric 
materials used in the automotive industry, for anti-vibration systems for example, are usually submitted to cyclic 
loading. A good design against fatigue is therefore a necessity but remains a difficult task because of the complex 
microstructure and behaviour of these materials. Several criteria for fatigue have been developed, nevertheless they 
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remain macroscopic and a recent review underlined that involving the microstructure is a crucial need to increase 
the prediction capabilities of the criteria (Mars & Fatemi 2002). From an industrial point of view, the development 
of materials resistant to fatigue faces two main difficulties: the long duration of the fatigue characterization 
furthermore requiring many samples and the high number of parameters to take into account (many components and 
process influence). The expectations are therefore to understand the mechanisms and to characterize, as fast as 
possible, the fatigue properties, i.e.  the mean fatigue curve and the fatigue scattering. 
In a recent paper (Le Saux et al. 2010), based on thermal and micro-tomography measurements, an energetic 
criterion opened the way to integrate the influence of the microstructure. The aim of this study is to suggest a fast 
characterization of the fatigue properties based on thermal measurements and an energetic criterion. To determine 
the energy fields from thermal measurements, an experimental protocol has been developed using very thin samples 
and then applied on hourglass-shaped samples. Finally the proposed energetic criterion leads to obtain the mean 
fatigue curve.  
2. Experimental section 
2.1. Materials and samples 
The study is realized on a wide range of industrial materials classically used for automotive components. The 
results presented in this paper are obtained with a natural rubber filled with carbon blacks. Table I gives some 
information on the material recipe. 
 
Table 1. Rubber compounding (phr: per hundred rubber). 
Components Content (phr) 
NR 100 
N550 43 






The experiments are achieved on two kinds of samples. The first ones are very thin samples (0.2mm of thickness) to 
set up the analysis protocol, because in this simple case the surface measurements of the temperature are relevant of 
the whole volume. Then the protocol is applied on hourglass-shaped samples also used for the fatigue tests. The 
geometries of the samples are given on Figure 1. 
 
 
Figure 1. Geometries of the samples 
2.2. Thermal devices 
The thermal acquisition is performed thanks to a FLIR SC7600-BB infrared camera with two different lenses: a 
classical 50mm and the so-called “G1”, (its name comes from the fact that the analyzed zone is the same as the 
Focal Plane Array detector, 7mm*5mm in our case). Some of their characteristics are summed up in Table 2. 
 
Table 2. Characteristics of thermal acquisition devices. 
Characteristics IR camera 50mm G1 
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FPA size / spatial resolution 640*512 pixels 15μm 15μm 
Spectral band 1.5-5.1μm 3.5-5μm 3.7-5.15μm 
Size of the observed zone  60*40mm² 7*5mm² 
 
For all the experiments, the integration time is set to 1800μs. In order to improve the thermal resolution a homemade 
individual pixel calibration (with an extra correction taking into account the influence of the internal camera 
temperature) is used here. The calibration is performed thanks to a HGH DCN1000 N4 extended black body whose 
emissivity is 0.98 ±0.02 and thermal stability is ±0.02°C.  Each pixel of the FPA has his own polynome linking the 
temperature to the digital level: 
 










where Tcam is the actual internal temperature of the camera, T0cam is a reference internal temperature set to 30°C, an,m 
are the coefficients of the polynome. Therefore, each polynome has 15 coefficients. They are identified thanks to a 
series of images corresponding to regularly-spaced temperature of the black body over the range 15°C-40°C and for 
various camera internal temperature ranging from 24°C (obtained once the camera has just been switch on) to 36°C 
(obtained several hours after being switched on). After these identifications, a bad pixel detection is performed. 
When a pixel is considered as a bad pixel, its temperature is replaced by the value of one of its non-defecting 
neighbour according to a specific research algorithm. After this specific calibration, a precision of about 10mK is 
obtained for differential measurements. 
2.3. Experimental campaign 
Three experimental campaigns have been achieved in this study: a first campaign on the thin samples to set up 
the protocol relating energy fields to temperature data, then heat build-up specific tests are achieved to propose a 
fast identification demarch, and at last classic fatigue tests are conducted to build the Wöhler curves. The fatigue 
tests are performed at TrelleborgVibracoustic laboratory and the experimental determination of the initiation was 
achieved using an end-of-life criterion based on the variation of the effective stiffness (Ostoja Kuczynski et.al, 
2003). The two first campaigns are performed at ENSTA Bretagne, on a Bose electrodynamical testing machine 
equipped with a 3.2kN cell force and are displacement controlled. After a strain accommodation stage (Mullins 
effect), the sample is submitted to a sinusoidal loading and then kept at the maximal deformation during the cooling. 
All along the experiment, a thermal acquisition is performed (Figure 2). The heat build-up experiment is defined as a 
succession of these cyclic tests in increasing the loading conditions. (This value has to be compared to the 20mK 
precision obtained considering the manufacturer calibration). 
 
 
Figure 2. Mechanical protocol 
A special attention is paid to the experimental conditions in order to avoid as much as possible the influence of the 
environment on the measurements (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. Experimental devices
3. Determination of energy fields from thermal measurements
There are several possibilities based on the general heat equation (equation (2) Lemaître & Chaboche 2004) to
identify the heat sources fields using the temperature fields.
(2)
where ρ is the density, c the specific heat, T the temperature, q the thermal flux, Δ the intrinsic dissipation, r the
internal heat production (chemical reaction for example), Vk the internal variables, ψ the Helmholtz potential and εe
the elastic strain tensor.
In our study, there is no internal heat production and the couplings of the internal variables with temperature are
negligible. Equation 2 therefore becomes:
(3)
As the temperature variation is not intrinsic to the material, a thermomechanical modelling is needed. Then the
reconstruction of the heat source mapping is performed by solving the heat equation (Doudard et al. 2010, Le Saux
et al. 2013). With elastomeric materials there are several additional difficulties: the high strains framework, the low 
thermal conductivity, the lack of efficient thermomechanical modelling accounting for dissipation sources and also
the fact that the emissivity may vary with temperature and strain, that can generate some artefacts. In the study 
presented here, an experimental approach is suggested.
3.1. Subtraction of thermal fields for active or inactive thermal sources
A first way developed by Poncelet (2007) is to subtract two “well chosen” images. The first one measured during
the loading step (when the heat sources are active), the other one during the cooling (when the heat sources are
inactive). The image extracted from the cooling step is chosen so that the mean temperature of this image is the
same as the one computed from the one extracted from the heating step. This permits to minimize the possible
artefacts induced by the dependence of the emissivity on temperature (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Protocol for source terms mapping 
 
This protocol was developed for metallic materials and led to trace back the source terms subject whatever the mean 
temperature. Applied on elastomeric materials, the heat sources mapping can be obtained but the low thermal 
conductivity of these materials limits the spatial description of the gradients. The result obtained from the 
subtraction of images 1 and 2 therefore depends on the chosen mean temperature. Moreover, during the cooling step, 
some of source terms can be still active for visco-elastic materials. 
3.2. Subtraction of thermal fields close to the test start 
The idea is to take advantage of the difference of the characteristic times for heat generation and for temperature 
exchange diffusion, to study the initial rate of temperature variation for a transient state (La Rosa & Risitano 2000). 
In regard to the thermal properties of our materials and in order to have a high enough thermal signal, the cyclic 
loading is performed at 10Hz between 0 and 12mm, and only the ten first cycles are analysed. The thermal 
acquisition is achieved at 70Hz to have enough images per cycle. Figure 5 shows the evolution of the mean 
temperature of the sample computed over the black rectangle drawn on the figure. 
 
Figure 5. Evolution of the mean temperature 
 
Considering only the ten first cycles, the diffusion is negligible and the subtraction between two same mechanical 
configurations cancels the contribution of thermo elastic couplings. So we directly obtain a mapping of the intrinsic 
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Figure 6. Example of dissipation mapping 
 
This protocol is quite easy to understand from a theoretical point of view. The difficulties rather come from the very 
low temperature variation expected, which justifies the careful infrared camera calibration. As shown on Figure 6, 
this protocol provides good spatial and thermal resolutions. Furthermore, subtracting the same mechanical 
configurations for two close times enables to separate the intrinsic dissipation from the thermo-elastic couplings and 
to limit the artefacts due to the emissivity. 
4. Energetic criterion 
The protocol developed previously is relevant to determine a dissipation mapping on the surface only. X-ray 
micro-tomography analysis and SEM measurements on our materials have shown that most of the defects are 
located on the surface. Thus the fatigue behaviour seems to be driven by the skin and the application of the 
developed protocol may be relevant to apply an energetic criterion to predict the fatigue lifetime. 
 
The heat build-up protocol is applied here on hourglass-shaped samples with a mechanical frequency set-up at 2Hz. 
The dissipated energy is evaluated on the two first cycles, thanks to the latest protocol. The mean value obtained on 
the central zone is analyzed (which is the zone where the cracks initiate). The curve obtained is plotted on Figure 7. 
We use here the approach developed recently on thermoplastic short fibres composites by Jégou et.al (2012). It is 
based on an energetic criterion with two parameters b and C that need to be identified: 
 
Δ.Nb = C (5) 
 
As shown on Figure 7, the heat build-up curve seems to highlight three regimes, and we have chosen to focus on the 
shift from the first to the second regime. Thus, this curve provides two pairs relating a dissipated energy to the 
number of cycles leading to fatigue initiation. The first pair (ΔR, NR) is given by the last loading step which is run to 
rupture. The second one (ΔG, NG) is obtained thanks to a graphical evaluation at the shift from the first to the second 
regime. And we make the hypothesis that this change of regime is obtained for a strain amplitude that leads to a 
lifetime of 106 cycles. This of course needs further discussion as these materials have no clear fatigue limit and the 
physical meaning, which could be the link between mechanical and microscopic data, has not been demonstrated. 
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Figure 7. Heat build-up curve 
 
Then it is easy to identify analytically the parameters of the energy based criterion, here b=0.4705 and C=32110.   
 
Finally, we determine a relation between the dissipated energy and the strain amplitude (Figure 8) in order to plot 
the curve predicted for the lifetime versus the strain amplitude. As illustrated on Figure 9, the correlation between 
the curve predicted and the mean Wöhler curve obtained from a classical fatigue campaign is fairly good. 
 
Figure 8. Identification of the relation between the dissipated energy and the strain amplitude. 
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Figure 9. Comparison between the curve predicted by the energetic criterion and the mean Wöhler curve 
 
It should be underlined that with this protocol a full curve is obtained from only one sample, within less than one 
day and basing the analysis on the thermal measurements only. It has been validated for several other fillers contents 
and matrix types. 
5. Conclusion 
First an experimental protocol has been developed to obtain dissipation mapping directly from the temperature 
measurements, avoiding any inverse analysis throughout finite element simulations. This approach is available only 
for surface analysis, but in our case, skin measurement of the dissipated energy is relevant for fatigue prediction. 
Using a two-parameter criterion based on dissipated energy, the comparison to the classical fatigue tests exhibits 
that this approach provides a very efficient prediction of the deterministic Wöhler curve with only one sample, 
within less than one day and based only on thermal measurements. 
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